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Dr. Neubauer 

 

WHERE WE ARE 

 

 Assignment 2 is now due on Feb. 24.  

 I need to write a midterm exam for you soon. It is due March 3. 

 There is also a discussion forum post and reply due March 3, associated with Assignment 

2. 

 I prepared an additional explanation of Assignment 2 for you, which is available here. 

https://zoom.us/recording/play/UZtzloZuF4Pvpp_NvlYNr4xFTo_FQnl5K7cI8peLFE2cmE_020

_AwuKeaSHn1ZXX?continueMode=true 

 

Notes from part 1 of conversation with Mr. Wes Blecke.  

 

https://zoom.us/recording/play/U0SvvxFQZAgNMRQtGrzJ50NBkpOt2KwLu5-

HZHQxf6SbTUT7dQ2Cx-fOiNP2oWRM?startTime=1550257259000 

 

Here Wes affirms that the first part of the budget document online regards REVENUE 

ESTIMATES and the second part (beginning page 7) regards ANTICIPATED 

EXPENDITURES. Some of the departments are “business like entities,” meaning that they 

produce revenues. Not every dollar comes from taxes. It is necessary to anticipate of these 

business like entities may produce more (or less) revenues in the coming year, each budget cycle.  

 

We realize that Wes needs control of the shared screen, so we end this part of the conversation 

soon. 

 

Notes from part 2 of conversation with Mr. Wes Blecke.  

 

https://zoom.us/recording/play/tMI8XrCUrxA966hVC8EwhfPykRY5-

VhIJuDTbtdzPa7pioP849QMIz4S5yrn2jmR?startTime=1550257666000 

 

Notice that Wes says that the Department Heads (like Bryce Meyer of Parks and Recreation) 

come to him and the Finance Director with their requests for the coming year.  

Apparently the city has an attorney and a finance director. I don’t know if these are full-time 

positions or not. I am wondering “where” the mayor is when these initial conversations are going 

on between dept. heads and the Administrator and Finance Director. The Mayor is part time. 

Wes, of course, is a full time employee of the city. 

 

Local sales tax is 1 ½ percent. The half percent is EARMAKED for the city swimming pool. I 

assumed they raised local sales taxes half a percent when they needed money to maintain the 

pool. A swimming pool is an expensive proposition, with chemicals and all. Plus payments to a 

lifeguard and so forth.  

 

https://zoom.us/recording/play/UZtzloZuF4Pvpp_NvlYNr4xFTo_FQnl5K7cI8peLFE2cmE_020_AwuKeaSHn1ZXX?continueMode=true
https://zoom.us/recording/play/UZtzloZuF4Pvpp_NvlYNr4xFTo_FQnl5K7cI8peLFE2cmE_020_AwuKeaSHn1ZXX?continueMode=true
https://zoom.us/recording/play/U0SvvxFQZAgNMRQtGrzJ50NBkpOt2KwLu5-HZHQxf6SbTUT7dQ2Cx-fOiNP2oWRM?startTime=1550257259000
https://zoom.us/recording/play/U0SvvxFQZAgNMRQtGrzJ50NBkpOt2KwLu5-HZHQxf6SbTUT7dQ2Cx-fOiNP2oWRM?startTime=1550257259000
https://zoom.us/recording/play/tMI8XrCUrxA966hVC8EwhfPykRY5-VhIJuDTbtdzPa7pioP849QMIz4S5yrn2jmR?startTime=1550257666000
https://zoom.us/recording/play/tMI8XrCUrxA966hVC8EwhfPykRY5-VhIJuDTbtdzPa7pioP849QMIz4S5yrn2jmR?startTime=1550257666000


We have SPLOSH here in Georgia. I don’t fully understand that. But it seems to be a way for 

Republicans in the state legislature to get around having to raise taxes by encouraging local 

communities to raise taxes on themselves. 

 

They do environmental scanning for available grants, and apply for some of them. They do not 

get, of course, all the grants they apply for. In terms of private foundations, it is largely a matter 

of “knowing the right people” and being inside of communications networks, statewide. 

 

Notice that the city owns the electric supply facilities and the water and sewerage facilities. That 

appears to be the case here in Albany; although the sewerage system infrastructure appears to be 

in very poor condition, for some reason. My understanding that the city pays someone $1 million 

a year to maintain the sewerage infrastructure, and is now hiring an engineer to make things 

work properly and prevent additional spills. 

 

There are many sources of revenues in Wayne that get channeled into the General Fund as 

Revenues.   

 

Wes repeatedly makes the point that while efforts are made to make the budget 

TRANSPARENT, it is necessary to have BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE of things to really 

understand what the numbers mean. This is not deception. This is the reality of the fact that the 

budget serves multiple purposes and not all AUDIENCES can be fully informed by a single 

source of information.  

 

The organization of the city budget reflects STATE ways of doing things, such Wes’s 

explanation of what a MFO is. 

 

The city is, after all, a “creature” of the state and a part of state government; the same with 

counties. The STATE (Nebraska in this case) is the sovereign government. 

 

The TRAILS SYSTEM is an example of the complexity of FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

involvement in a long-term project (since 1973) and the project is managed by the STATE of 

Nebraska.  

 

“Recreation does not make a lot of money.” (Bryce said that the fees charged to use recreation 

facilities are necessary (in my memory).” Wes – “memberships are our main recenue stream for 

our recreation center.” 

 

I wonder what an “aquatic center” in such a small city includes? 

 

Apparently they may have done a bond issue for the pool and earmarked the one-half percent of 

local sales taxes to pay off that bond. It may not be about pool maintenance, as I thought in notes 

above. 

 

The golf course and club house arrangement is apparently an agreement that has positive tax 

implications for whoever owned the ground and facilities. To me, this suggests that being in City 



Administration requires a capacity to understand “business” and to engage wisely with private-

sector owners and managers. 

 

The Senior Center and services for seniors is funded through multiple STATE level programs. 

The numbers show up in the city budget as revenues. 

 

The library gets some COUNTY money. The county, of course is part of the state; meaning that 

country officials are PLAYERS in the revenue stream, somehow. 

 

Water, sewer and electric are NOT PART OF THE GENERAL FUND. But apparently those 

sources HELP SUPPLEMENT the general fund in some ways. 

 

For example, Wes’s salary and benefits flows in part through the General Fund and partly from 

other sources in the city government. Again, this is not intended to hide information from 

citizens and others. But it may not appear TRANSPARENT to people who don’t understand how 

the budget is organized for accounting purposes. 

 

Notes from part 3 of conversation with Mr. Wes Blecke. 

 

It seems to me that Wes works with some very fiscally conservative citizens, based upon 

comments early in part 3 of our presentation. A good government is well worth the costs. As 

explained in our textbook, salaries are benefits are a large part of most government budgets, as 

per Wes' explanation of the costs of police services. $1.3 million annual budget for police 

services for a city as small as Wayne is amazing to me! The value of professional administration 

becomes more evident when you consider the costs of city government. 

 

There is a good point here about planning for capital expenditures and perhaps avoiding the need 

to float a bond.  

 

CAFR is "Comprehensive Annual Financial Report." We will get more into that in this course 

later.  

 

Wes makes reference to the problems of trying to do comparisons across jurisdictions based on 

budget data because of the "history" embedded into every budget, usually for legitimate reasons. 

This limits the ability to establish meaningful baselines for comparative purposes. It may also 

affect the ability to do COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS. 

 

I think comparisons between CAFR reports may be more feasible than comparison between 

budget data between jurisdictions.  

 

Satisfying the auditors and satisfying the public may be two very different things, and Wes has to 

do both on occasions. 

 

Wow. A pool manager and pool assistant manager apparently are dedicated just to that specific 

facility in a very small city.  

 



When the pool is paid for, the extra half a percent local sales tax will end. 

 

My thoughts: Do you see that it would be nice if a budget could be seen through multiple lenses 

for multiple purposes? With modern information technologies (like pivot tables in Excel and so 

forth) that may be possible. But again, complexity comes with a price. While it is qualitative 

(numbers), I think there is also as aspect of "art" to budgeting. It can be about how to present 

data visually for multiple audiences and multiple purposes. Yes, pie charts and so forth may be 

helpful to visualize data. But to me different VIEWS of a budget is not about "pretty pictures" 

but about alternative ways to organize data for different purposes. 

 

Wes's explanation of DECISION MAKING PROCESSES as related to city hall is insightful. Do 

you see the connection between budgeting and strategic planning, in a political context? 

Budgeting does not stand separate from planning. Planning involves the financial consequences 

of major decisions and the creation of goals going far into the future -- beyond the likely tenure 

of present officials and administrators. 

 

Notice that it is the elected folk (who are paid next to nothing) who make the important policy 

decisions -- not the "staff," including the City Administrator. 

 

Notes from part 4 of conversation with Mr. Wes Blecke. 

 

The senior center has a full-time director and a full-time cook. "Friends of the senior center" are 

going to raise money for a new cooler.  

 

Wow. They have a new sewer plant that was finance in part from local sales taxes.  

 

One fund subsidizes another fund within the same budget. I can see the connection between 

water and sewer services.  

 

MORE GENERAL THOUGHTS 

 

I hope this gives you/us a better idea of what it takes to be a professional city administrator, even 

in a very small place. Wes is still a relatively young man. I think he certainly earns what he 

receives in salary and benefits. He is well-educated and I think well-networked in a small, 

fiscally conservative state. People do not learn these things and build these networks "overnight."  

 

============== 

 

A STATE OF THE [ANYTHING] address is supposed to be when the elected chief executive 

(president, governor, mayor, etc.) formally expresses his/her values and objectives and CUES the 

executive agencies and members of the executive branch as to how to approach the task of 

making budget requests to the executive (more likely his/her technical staff). 
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A STATE OF THE [ANYTHING] address is supposed to be when the 

elected chief executive (president, governor, mayor, etc.) formally 

expresses his/her values and objectives and CUES the executive 

agencies and members of the executive branch as to how to approach 

the task of making budget requests to the executive (more likely 

his/her technical staff). As in football, the kick off puts the ball in 

play. 

 

 

All the lobbyists and others hope and pray that the executive will include at least a few words 

about the programs they care about. George W. Bush used to always include a reference to 

switchgrass in his State of the Union message. Surely he had a friend in Texas for which that 

reference was very, very important. 

 

Realize that the top administrative positions in the national government are (supposed to be) 

filled by presidential appointments. And these are the people who frame the budget requests by 

the agencies. So, in a sense the president is speaking to his/her own choir.  

 

But, of course the State of the [Whatever] address is also meant for the members of the relevant 

legislative branch, be it national, state or local.  

 

The political chief executive NEEDS TO TELL THE STORY and set the stage for budget 

negotiations. Budgeting IS public policy formulation because only things that get funded get 

done. 

 

The third audience, of course, are the citizens of the political jurisdiction.  

 

It sets the POLITICAL and FINANCIAL climate. 

 

It signals to the agency heads how bold (or not) to be. 

 

It also kind of tells the citizens (the fans) how to mark up the score card and what to expect. 

 

And later, it may serve to frame the public debate as to who to blame if things do not turn out 

well. 

 

 

========== 

 

Chapter 3 is kind of strange combination of personnel costs and operating budgets. 

 

Most government agencies and departments are very labor intensive.  

 

Employees are costly and can be very troublesome. This is an explanation why many 

government functions are OUTSOURCED to non-profit and other organizations.  

 



The chapter reviews the various and substantial costs of employees above and beyond base 

salary. 

 

Plus, there can be additional costs including training and possible counseling services. 

 

At present, in some parts of the nation it is becoming difficult to find and employ well-qualified 

and dependable people. Mental health problems and addictions add to the challenge of finding 

and keeping qualified and dependable people. 

 

If people have long lives then pension costs rise. 

 

There is need for LONG TERM CARE services, but these are not presently well-funded. 

 

People who care for elderly people at home are not well-paid. They should be, considering the 

high costs of skilled nursing care. 

 

Hospice may save some money, but, then again, it may not. Palliative care is not cheap.  

 

Governments and agencies have to balance trade-offs between larger numbers of full-time 

employees and high levels of overtime. Here again, there is reason for CONTRACTING with 

outside organizations rather than delivering services directly. 

 

Having employees (and even volunteers) can create HUGE LIABILITY issues for a government, 

a non-profit organization, or other kind of organization. Things like traffic accidents can be 

anticipated through the purchase of insurance. Even things like MEDICAL MALPRACTICE can 

be addressed through insurance policies, which at least helps makes costs to be anticipated.  

 

But criminal acts and just plain old incompetence cannot be anticipated through purchase of 

insurance. 

 

A substantial percentage of government employees are members of unions. I don't think union 

contracts can dictate employee salaries, but they can affect the scope of responsibilities and 

working conditions.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-sector_trade_union 

 

Professional government employees have mixed attitudes toward unionization. Technically, it is 

illegal for healthcare workers to strike in most jurisdictions. Public school teachers prefer that the 

National Education Association be known as a professional organization rather than as a union.  

 

The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees is the largest union of 

public sector employees in the United States. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Federation_of_State,_County_and_Municipal_Employe

es 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-sector_trade_union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Federation_of_State,_County_and_Municipal_Employees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Federation_of_State,_County_and_Municipal_Employees


Political leaders and the public administrators who act for them generally do not want to have to 

negotiate with public sector unions. It complicates the already very complicated budgetary 

processes involving decisions among the various kinds of services governments provide.  

 

It creates an ADDITIONAL ACTOR at the table who "needs" earn his/her costs to members by 

delivering for them at the negotiation tables. It is probably better to accept his/her role and work 

to create and maintain constructive working relationships, rather than to set up adversarial 

relationships. And sometimes, a union representative may actually be able to help government 

administrators explain "reality" to the "rank and file" membership.  

 

At least at the federal level, unions contribute to political candidates. 

 

Looking forward . . . 

 

Some modern technologies can be used to reduce the numbers of humans needed to be 

employed, or to POSITION RECLASSIFICATION that lets less costly employees do the work 

of more costly employees. This does not necessary involve robotics. In service industries it is 

more likely to involve EXPERT SYSTEMS and the outsourcing of telephone support to people 

in other nations.  

 

There may be trade-offs between costs and quality of services to citizens. There are also practical 

limits to what can be outsourced to India or other distant places.  

 

Service oriented information architectures (SOA) can also help reduce the costs of doing things 

that multiple governments must do. Why should 159 county governments in Georgia each do the 

same information-related function if they can use modern technologies to pool their resources 

through shared information services? 

 

Efforts to constrain employee costs should be viewed in a large context. Do we really want to 

prevent people from having health insurance and other benefits by limiting their hours of 

employment? If government is about bettering the lives of people, what about the lives of its own 

employees? The improvement of BUSINESS PROCESSES, and the reduction of WASTES is 

one thing; exploitation of people as employees is another thing. OUTSOURCING can be good 

and make sense. But, in my opinion, it ought not be done ONLY for sake of reducing number of 

employees and saving money.  

 

It only appears to reduce the overall size of government. It may or may not reduce costs. 

Consideration of the privatization of prisons, for example 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Privatization 

 

---------- - 

 

There are some helpful examples of object codes as used in traditional line-item budgets at the 

end of Chapter 3. I don't know why they are in this chapter. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Privatization

